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As a public safety software company, Equature 
understands that combatants in the field are faced 
with ever increasing challenges and hostilities in 
varying landscapes. 
Working in small-unit, mobile military 
operations, their mission success is frequently 
dependent on the communication capabilities 
with command and control.
To maximize mission success, American 
combatants need real-time multi-sensory 
communications where combatants increase 
situational awareness shared among team 
members and their joint operations command 
to help facilitate appropriate deployment of 
available assets and drive mission objectives.
As a leading provider of first responder command 
and control software, Equature developed  
Interactive Combatant for the military. 
Equature’s Interactive Combatant body-worn 
cameras operate on Android smartphones 
and provide live streaming video and audio 
connectivity from military team members on the 
ground to other troops and command and control 
leadership in real time as events happen resulting 
in increased data collection, enhanced decision 
making and improved troop safety. 
Using our open platform architecture, command 
and control leadership can connect multiple 
devices simultaneously allowing configuration 
flexibility based on the organization’s 
communication goals and emergency response 
requirements.

Our Interactive Combatant system is 
designed to help mobile units, both infantry and 
mechanized, complete their assigned missions 
while improving troop situational awareness and 
assessing their changing operational environment 
and their safety.
Interactive Combatant supplies real-time 
battlefield information to all participants to 
maximize mission success. 
Call us today for a conversation about your 
operational needs.

What makes Equature’s Interactive Combatant so unique?
• Real-time mission video to command and control for

reconnaissance and combat missions
• Real-time military asset resource deployment visibility
• Live streaming video and audio communications during

missions with other combatant troops
• Improve combat medic’s ability to provide first aid and

frontline trauma care on the battlefield
• Accelerate Infantry combatant’s mission integration with

other air and mechanical unit response teams
• Improve military field training exercise intelligence
• Easy to use/comfortable to wear camera
• Open architecture Android smartphone body-worn camera,

not closed proprietary camera
• Monitor governing rules of engagement and civilian

interactions
Government GSA number GS35F079DA

Interactive Combatant™
REAL-TIME BODY-WORN CAMERAS 
OPERATING ON ANDROID SMARTPHONES

In a World Where Seconds Save Lives®, Equature Helps You In Real Time.
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